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Abstract 
 
 Diabetes is a growing public health issue in Canada, and this concern is 

now extending to children and adolescents.  Our goal was to conduct research 

projects aimed at pediatric diabetes surveillance in Alberta, Canada.  To identify 

diabetes cases, we applied the National Diabetes Surveillance System (NDSS) 

case definition to retrospectively-collected, population-based datasets.   

Our first objective was to assess the regional variation in diabetes 

incidence and prevalence across urban and rural areas between 1995-2007.  After 

observing an unexpected decrease in diabetes incidence between 2002-2006, our 

second objective was to investigate a possible association with changes in 

physician remuneration through Alternate Relationship Plans (ARPs) that may 

have affected the number of diabetes cases identified from administrative data. 

Our results indicated that there was no regional variation in diabetes 

incidence and prevalence over the period of study and that there was no 

association between ARPs and the observed decline in incident diabetes cases. 
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1. CHAPTER 1.0. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Background 

1.1.1. Diabetes Among Children and Adolescents 

 Chronic diseases have become the leading causes of death in the world.1  

Among these, diabetes mellitus is a growing public health concern:  estimates 

show that, soon, diabetes will affect almost one in twenty people worldwide.2  In 

Canada, past estimates of direct costs of the burden of diabetes hospital costs 

alone have been $400 million per year.3  The three most common forms of 

diabetes are:  type 1, characterized by the destruction of the β-cells of the 

pancreas, limiting its production of insulin; type 2, characterized by an inability of 

the pancreas to produce enough insulin and/or insulin-resistance; and, Gestational, 

a transient condition affecting some women during pregnancy.4,5   

In the adult population with diabetes, approximately 90-95% of cases are 

type 2 and 5-10% are type 1.6  Among children, however, type 1 diabetes is the 

most common form of the disease and in those under the age of 10 is almost 

uniquely observed.7  As a consequence, the majority of the existing literature 

addressing diabetes in children focuses on type 1.  That said, rates of both type 1 

and type 2 diabetes diagnoses among children are reportedly on the rise.8-10  The 

exact cause of type 1 diabetes is unknown, but it is believed to result from a 

combination of genetic and environmental factors.11  Development of type 2 

diabetes has been associated with obesity and physical activity levels,12 and it has 

been reported that type 2 diabetes accounts for 33% of new diagnoses among 

adolescents between the ages of 10 and 19.13  Because these diseases have very 
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different etiologies and approaches to prevention and treatment, it is essential for 

us to have accurate estimates of the prevalence of each disease to ensure its proper 

population health management.    

 

1.1.2. Diabetes Surveillance in Canada 

It is acknowledged that past estimates of diabetes prevalence in Canada 

have underestimated the true burden of the disease.3  In 1999, the National 

Diabetes Surveillance System (NDSS) was piloted as part of the Canadian 

Diabetes Strategy to enhance diabetes surveillance through the use of 

administrative health data to improve our monitoring of the disease over 

previously-used sources, including:  mortality data, self-reporting, and, hospital 

data.14  The NDSS tracks the number of diabetes cases using a definition which 

identifies individuals with diabetes based on coding in physician claims and 

hospital discharge abstracts.  The algorithm applied to this administrative data 

selects individuals having a hospitalization with a discharge diagnostic code of the 

International Classification of Disease and Health Related Problems, 10th revision 

(ICD-10) coded E10-E14 (or the corresponding ICD-9 code before 2001), or two 

physician claims within a two-year period with an ICD-9 code of 250 (diabetes 

mellitus).15  Validation studies have shown this definition – “2 in 2 years” – to 

have a sensitivity between 74-86% and a specificity between 97-99%16,17 and it is 

considered to be reasonably accurate measure.18  The NDSS algorithm was 

validated for physician charts and hospital discharge abstracts using ICD-9 codes 

– ICD-10 was adopted for the NDSS definition in 2002 without formal evaluation.  
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Recently, Guttmann and colleagues validated several provisional algorithms for 

children and adolescents under the age of 19 years.19  They found the “2 in 2 

years” definition to have a high sensitivity (100%) and specificity (94.2%).19 

Following national implementation of the NDSS, the Alberta Diabetes 

Surveillance System (ADSS) was established in 2006 in collaboration with 

Alberta Health and Wellness (AHW) and the Institute of Health Economics (IHE) 

with the aim of disseminating information about diabetes in the province.15  To 

describe diabetes epidemiology in Alberta, the ADSS applies a modified version 

of the aforementioned NDSS algorithm to the health services claims records 

maintained by AHW.  The ADSS algorithm searches the 3 primary fields of a 

patient’s records for the appropriate diagnostic codes, while the NDSS uses the 

primary diagnostic field.  The NDSS also excludes probable cases of gestational 

diabetes based on pregnancy and obstetric procedure codes whereas the ADSS 

does not exclude gestational diabetes.15 

 

1.1.3. Disease Classification 

The importance of systematic disease classification has been recognized 

since the nineteenth century, with the first International List of Causes of Death 

being accepted by the International Statistics Institute in 1893.20  In the mid-

twentieth century, the World Health Organization (WHO) took responsibility for 

the sixth revision of this list, called the International Classification of Disease and 

Health Related Problems (ICD).20  The current revision, ICD-10, was approved in 

199020 and implemented in Alberta starting in 2001.21  In this nomenclature, 
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diabetes is coded by the values E10-E14, which represent diabetes mellitus type 1, 

type 2, malnutrition-related, other specified and unspecified respectively.22  

The Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) received permission 

from the WHO to enhance the ICD-10 coding for Canadian use.  CIHI created the  

ICD-10-CA/CCI (Canadian Classification of Health Interventions) system, 

replacing the former ICD-9/ICD-9-CM and Canadian Classification of 

Diagnostic, Therapeutic, and Surgical Procedures (CCP).  These enhancements 

provide a “national standard” which will improve translation of results between 

provinces and territories.23   

Currently, ICD-10-CA is used for coding discharge or death from 

hospitals, with ICD-9 coding still used by outpatient physicians.24  It is important 

to note that the more detailed ICD-10-CA/CCI has 23 chapters, while ICD-9/-CM 

had only 17.25  Furthermore, the number of codes has risen from under 20,000 in 

ICD-9/CCP and ICD-9-CM to over 30,000 under 1CD-10-CA.25  Therefore, while 

ICD-10-CA may remain comparable to ICD-10, it is unclear whether the new 

coding structure will affect disease surveillance when compared to ICD-9.  In 

2001/02, ICD-10-CA coding was introduced in Alberta, replacing the former 

ICD-9 system.  While Anderson and Rosenberg26 found that ICD-10 changed the 

ranking of leading causes of death in the United States compared to ICD-9, Quan 

et al. found that coding validity was generally similar between dually-coded 

charts in Alberta, Canada for ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CA.27   
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1.1.4. Policy Changes Relating to Diabetes Surveillance 

In Canada, our publicly-funded health care system provides a rich source 

of health information to researchers.  This system has typically reimbursed 

physicians on a fee-for-service (FFS) basis.  Under this model, physicians must 

submit billing claims for each patient seen in order to receive remuneration.  

These service claims contribute to our knowledge of disease prevalence and 

distribution in Canada by comprehensively accounting for each visit a Canadian 

makes with their health provider.  This FFS data has been the basis for the 

development of the NDSS, and currently for its expansion to surveillance of other 

chronic conditions. 

Recently, several jurisdictions across the country have implemented 

alternative approaches to payment known as Alternative Payment Plans (APP) or, 

in Alberta, Alternate Relationship Plans (ARP).  These ARPs were signed 

between the provincial government and pediatric endocrinologists in the Alberta 

in late 2002.  The introduction of APPs across Canada has changed the way that 

many physicians are reimbursed.  While they are contractually required to 

continue submitting billing claims, a practice known as “shadow billing”, 

physicians are often not remunerated for the time spent doing this.  In Alberta, 

just 10% of physicians were receiving some form of alternate payments in 2005-

2006.28  This represents the lowest proportion in Canada.28  If shadow billing is 

not occurring at physician-patient encounters at the same rate as under the FFS 

model, then it may lower the case ascertainment under the NDSS and ADSS 

definition.   
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1.1.5.  Geographic Variation in Diabetes  

Incidence rates for type 1 diabetes among children fluctuate greatly 

depending on global geographic location,8 ranging from 0.1/100,000 per year in 

parts of China to almost 41/100,000 per year in Finland.29  In Canada, rates of 

diabetes incidence have been reported for children between 20.6-24.5/100,000 per 

year and represent some of the highest rates in the world.29    

Previous within-country studies have examined whether place of residence 

is associated with the risk of developing diabetes among children, specifically 

between areas of high and low population density.  Again, the focus has been on 

type 1 diabetes.  When comparing incidence rates of type 1 diabetes among 

children between localities, the research has been divided:  some studies have 

observed higher rates in urban settings,30 and others have found higher rates in 

rural/remote areas.11,31  For example, in Finland, where the incidence of type 1 

diabetes is among the highest reported in the world, it was found that children 

living in rural/remote areas were at a higher risk of developing the disease.11  This 

finding was not in agreement with a study from Western Australia where children 

living in urban areas were considered to be at higher risk for type 1 diabetes than 

those in remote regions.30  Few have explored this relationship in North America.  

In Wisconsin, Allen et al. found that urban incidence rates of type 1 diabetes were 

higher among males compared to their rural counterparts; however, this 

conclusion did not hold for females.32    
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1.2. Significance of Diabetes Surveillance in Children and Adolescents 

Clinical Significance 

Diabetes is estimated to affect over 24,000 children and adolescents in 

Canada33, with over 2500 currently residing in Alberta.34  Chronic complications 

of diabetes among children and adolescents are very similar to those seen when 

diabetes is diagnosed in adults, but they tend to manifest earlier in life, related to a 

longer duration of disease.35,36  These complications, including nephropathy, 

retinopathy, and neuropathy37, are associated with metabolic control.35  In 

Canadian children and adolescents with type 2 diabetes, Amed et al. reported that 

37% had one or more comorbidities at diagnosis, including hypertension, 

dyslipidemia, and obesity.38  Although type 1 diabetes survival has improved 

appreciably39,40, Narayan et al. have estimated that children and adolescents 

diagnosed with diabetes at age 10 will lose, on average, 19.0 years of life due to 

this disease and its comorbidities.41   

Encouraging results from the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial 

(DCCT) demonstrated that intensive glucose control reduced the incidence of 

microvascular complications and macrovascular risk factors among patients with 

insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM).42  While type 2 diabetes accounts for 

a relatively small proportion of cases among children and adolescents, this form 

of the disease is largely preventable – relating to controllable lifestyle factors, 

such as obesity.  For example, the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) trial 

demonstrated that intensive lifestyle changes could decrease the incidence of type 

2 diabetes by 58% among adult patients at high risk of developing diabetes.43   
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It is not only functional aspects of a child or adolescent’s life that suffer as 

a result of this disease, but also social and psychological – features contributing to 

the health-related quality of life (HRQOL).  HRQOL is a representation of an 

individual’s functional ability relating to their health state and their perception of 

well-being.44  Children and adolescents living with diabetes face distinct 

challenges from their healthy peers relating to social, functional and psychological 

aspects of their lives and disease management, and HRQOL should be an 

important consideration in the management of the disease.35   

These clinical areas are important to recognize, as they provide the 

opportunity to introduce health promotion and illness prevention activities.  

Accurate data relating to the burden of diabetes is essential for effective evidence-

based decision making to manage this disease in the young population. 

 
Policy Significance 

In 1994, the National Forum on Health was established “…to advise the 

federal government on innovative ways to improve Canada's health system and 

the health of Canadians”.45  The members of the forum highlighted the need for 

the best available evidence in health-care decision making in clinical, 

administrative, and policy settings.  The increasing focus on population health 

within our health care system was one of the drivers of this objective.  In addition, 

the increasing availability and development of health information systems called 

“…for a much greater capacity to produce integrated and linked information at the 

individual patient level.”46   
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The NDSS is an example of a nationally-coordinated effort to link 

available data systems for longitudinal disease surveillance.3  Having the most up-

to-date information allows groups responsible for public health to react to 

changing levels and patterns of a disease in an informed and timely manner.  In 

addition, surveillance activities identify areas of need for services and research, as 

well as identifying areas of public health priority.47 

In light of these clinical and administrative considerations, it is important 

that we track the trends of diabetes for children and adolescents to ensure that the 

necessary health and human resources are in place to support affected individuals 

in their disease care and management.  While diabetes among children and 

adolescents may not represent the bulk of the disease’s burden, the incidence of 

both type 1 and type 2 in this population is reportedly rising.8-10  Diabetes among 

children and adolescents represents a serious health problem as children under the 

age of twenty who have been diagnosed with diabetes are more likely to have 

family physician and specialist visits than those without diabetes.18  Not only is 

this a problem for the patients and their families, but these increased interactions 

with the health system result in the consumption of more health care services.  

The examination of novel data sources and the continual monitoring of data 

validity will provide policy makers and researchers with enhanced resources for 

population health management of this disease. 
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1.3. Objectives 

The goals of this proposed research are to evaluate data validity and 

examine epidemiologic trends for diabetes in children and adolescents under the 

age of twenty.  These individuals will be identified using the NDSS case 

definition relying on physician billing claims and hospital discharge summaries.  

For this population, we have two specific objectives:   

1) To compare urban-rural differences in diabetes incidence and prevalence 

in cases identified in Alberta; and, 

2) To investigate and attempt to explain recent trends observed in incident 

cases identified in Alberta. 

 
1.4. Summary of Research Projects   

 In support of these objectives, two research projects were conducted 

relying on the retrospective analysis of population-based data collected by Alberta 

Health and Wellness (AHW).  While the data were provided at the individual 

level, the data were de-identified before analyses were performed. 

In the second chapter, we examined the effect of location of residence on 

the incidence and prevalence of diabetes.  In the third chapter, we critically 

assessed our surveillance methods to test whether policy changes in Alberta may 

have affected the validity of the way that data is collected in this jurisdiction.  

This research was approved by the University of Alberta Health Research 

Ethics Board, Panel B as part of the Alberta Diabetes Surveillance System 

(ADSS) research activities. 
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2. CHAPTER 2.0. DIABETES TRENDS AMONG URBAN AND RURAL 
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS IN ALBERTA, CANADA 

 
2.1. Background 

Among the pediatric population, type 1 diabetes is the most common form 

of the disease and, as a consequence, the majority of the existing literature 

addressing diabetes in children focuses on type 1.  Global surveillance of diabetes 

in children and adolescents has indicated that the incidence of type 1 diabetes 

varies greatly depending on geographic location.  Results of the World Health 

Organization’s (WHO) DiaMond project highlight the range of global variation in 

the incidence of this disease:  from 0.1 – 40.9 per 100,000/year in children aged 

14 years and younger.1  Reports from this study indicated that Canada has some of 

the highest incidence rates in the world of type 1 diabetes, at approximately 20.6 –

24.5 per 100,000/year.1,2  More recently, incidence rates for diabetes amongst 

Canadian children and adolescents have been reported as approximately 40 out of 

100,000/year.3 

Several within-country studies have further investigated the regional 

variation of diabetes among children and adolescents.  Some have shown an 

increased incidence of type 1 diabetes for those living in rural or remote areas,4,5 

while others have found that higher rates of incidence of diabetes were found in 

urban areas.6,7  That said, studies from Sardinia and Colorado found no 

differences in the incidence of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus across 

geographic locations.8,9     

From these diverse results, it is apparent that further evidence is required 

to inform our knowledge of the geographic distribution of diabetes among 
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children and adolescents, especially from a North American perspective.  Thus, 

the objective of the present research is to compare urban and rural differences in 

diabetes incidence and prevalence among children and adolescents aged 1 to 19 

years living in Alberta, a province in western Canada, for the period 1995-2007.   

 

2.2. Research Design and Methods 

Study Population 

Employing a retrospective cohort design, we collected data on all children 

and adolescents between the ages of 1 and 19 years from the Alberta Health and 

Wellness (AHW) provincial administrative databases, which include:  the Alberta 

Physician Claims Database, which contains information on fee-for-service (FFS) 

claims, information of healthcare recipients and providers, and services; the 

Alberta Discharge Abstract Database (DAD) of the Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI), which contains information on discharged inpatients, 

including diagnoses and procedures based on ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CA/CCI 

coding; and the linked Alberta Health Care Insurance Plan Central Stakeholder 

Registry File (AHCIP), which summarizes demographic and geographic 

information.10  Data were collected from January 1, 1995 to December 31, 2007, 

inclusively.  Information on date of birth, gender, physician billing claims, 

hospitalizations, Aboriginal status, and subjects’ postal codes were included in 

this data.  For confidentiality reasons, only the first three characters of the study 

subjects’ postal codes were provided.  These three characters represent the 
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Forward Sortation Area (FSA), which corresponds to areas within large 

geographic zones, such as provinces.11  

Study subjects with diabetes were identified according to the Canadian 

National Diabetes Surveillance System (NDSS) case definition:  two physician 

claims with an ICD-9 code 250 (diabetes mellitus) over two years; or, one 

hospital discharge diagnostic code of ICD-10-CA, codes E10-E14 (type 1, type 2, 

malnutrition-related, other specified, and unspecified diabetes mellitus, 

respectively), or, the equivalent ICD-9 code for discharges before the years 

2001/02 when ICD-10-CA codes were introduced in the province.12  This case 

definition has been validated in the pediatric population.13  We included all 

subjects who were between the ages of 1 to 19 years on the date they met the 

NDSS definition.  As per the Alberta Diabetes Surveillance System (ADSS) 

methodology, we did not exclude possible cases of gestational diabetes mellitus.12  

Also, we only looked at the primary diagnosis field codes.  This definition does 

not distinguish between type of diabetes because the ICD-9 coding used in 

physician billing claims and in hospital discharges prior to 2001/02 did not 

differentiate between certain forms of diabetes.14 

Prevalent cases of diabetes were defined as the sum of the new cases in a 

calendar year and the existing cases, divided by the total population of children 

and adolescents between the ages of 1 to 19 years registered with the Alberta 

Health Care Insurance Plan (AHCIP).  Incident cases were defined as the number 

of new cases, divided by the population at risk, that is, the total population minus 

the number of prevalent diabetes cases.  To identify incident cases, we ensured 
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that subjects did not meet the NDSS case definition for a minimum two-year 

period prior to identification. 

Urban and rural locations of residence were determined by the Canadian 

Postal Code classification, as described by du Plessis et al.11,15  If the second 

character of the postal code was “0”, we coded the location of residence as 

“rural”.  Otherwise, we coded the location of residence as “urban”.  

 

Statistical Analyses 

Our primary outcomes of interest were rates for diabetes prevalence and 

incidence, as described by the NDSS case definition.  To calculate the changes in 

prevalence and incidence over our period of study, we took the difference of the 

most recent and oldest values, divided by the oldest values, and multiplied by 100.  

Using Poisson regression analysis, we tested the interaction of calendar year and 

location of residence to assess the differences in prevalence and incidence 

between urban and rural areas over time.  We controlled for the following 

covariates:  location of residence (urban/rural), age (broken into four groups: 1-4, 

5-9, 10-14, 15-19 years), year meeting the diabetes case definition, gender, and 

whether or not the subject was identified as Status Aboriginal.  Our population 

denominator was all Albertans between the ages of 1 and 19 years who were 

registered with the AHCIP.  For point estimates, we calculated the exact 95% 

Poisson rate confidence intervals.  

Statistical analyses were performed using StataTM Version 10.0 for 

Macintosh (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).  Ethics approval for this 
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research was obtained from the Health Research Ethics Board, Panel B, at the 

University of Alberta. 

 

2.3. Results 

Prevalence 

In 2007, there were 2589 prevalent cases of diabetes identified among 

those aged 1 to 19 years in Alberta across urban (n=2067) and rural areas (n=522).  

In urban areas, the crude annual prevalence (95% confidence interval, per 100) of 

diabetes increased between 1995-2007 by 65%, from 0.183 (0.172-0.194) to 0.302 

(0.289-0.315) (Figure 2.1.).  Among cases identified in children and adolescents 

living in rural areas over the same time period, the crude annual prevalence 

increased from 0.198 (0.179-0.217) to 0.310 (0.284-0.338), or 57% (Figure 2.1.).  

When we compared the differences in these trends by testing the interaction of 

calendar year with location of residence by Poisson regression analysis, we found 

no significant difference between the prevalence of diabetes identified in urban 

areas and the rate among children and adolescents living in rural areas (p=0.947). 

These increasing trends were consistent across all age groups.  The highest 

crude prevalence was observed among the oldest age group (15-19 year olds) 

(Table 2.1.); however, the largest increase in prevalence was observed among the 

youngest age group (1-4 year olds), with an increase of 213% for those living in 

rural areas, and a 99% increase for those living in urban locations (Table 2.1.). 
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Incidence 

Over the period of study, 3467 incident cases of diabetes among children 

and adolescents were identified across urban (n=2691) and rural (n=776) 

locations.  Parallel to our observations of prevalence, we observed an overall 

increase in the annual incidence (per 1,000) of diabetes for children and 

adolescents living in both urban and rural areas.  In urban areas, the annual 

incidence increased from 0.209 (0.173-0.251) to 0.477 (0.427-0.532) (128%) 

(Figure 2.2.).  The annual incidence of diabetes among children and adolescents 

living in rural areas increased from 0.251 (0.190-0.328) to 0.571 (0.463-0.698), or 

by 127% (Figure 2.2.).  Again, we observed no significant difference in the trend 

of increase in the incidence rate of diabetes among children and adolescents 

between those living in urban and rural areas of Alberta when comparing the two 

groups by Poisson regression analysis (p=0.149).  Incidence, by age and location 

of residence, is presented in Table 2.2.  

 

2.4. Discussion and Conclusions 

 In the surveillance of diabetes among children and adolescents living in 

Alberta, Canada, we found no apparent difference in the rates of prevalent and 

incident cases identified between urban and rural geographic areas.  Distressingly, 

both the prevalence and incidence of diabetes increased for those aged 1-19 years 

between 1995-2007, independent of location of residence.   

By age, the largest increases in prevalence were seen among children 

between the ages of 1-4 for both geographic areas.  Increases in incidence and 
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prevalence were observed across all age groups and locations.  As diabetes in 

children under the age of 10 is almost exclusively type 1,16 incident cases in this 

group may represent an important increase in the number of new diagnoses of 

type 1 diabetes in the province.  This observation is consistent with reports of 

increasing incidence of type 1 diabetes in children.17,18    

 An important limitation to our study is that our case definition does not 

distinguish between type 1 and type 2 diabetes.  While type 1 diabetes has 

traditionally represented the majority of cases among children and adolescents, 

increased reports of the diagnoses of type 2 diabetes in this age group have been 

emerging, parallel to increasing trends in childhood obesity.19  Some studies from 

the United States suggest that the proportion of new cases that are diagnosed as 

type 2 could range from 8-46%20 or even as high as 86% among certain 

minorities.21  This may, in part, explain why our results differ from those in 

Northern Ireland, Finland, Western Australia and Italy,4-7 which found differences 

in the distribution of incidence of type 1 diabetes only among children and 

adolescents between urban and rural areas.   

In our observation of no differences in the trends between geographic 

locations, there may be potential for a surveillance bias between the children and 

adolescents living in rural areas compared to urban.  Number and type of visits to 

health care professionals may vary between urban and rural areas.22  Because our 

case definition relies on two visits to a general practitioner or one hospitalization 

within two years, persons living in urban areas may meet the definition more 
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often if they have easier access to medical care than those in rural areas.  This 

disparity may be especially true for youth living in remote areas of Alberta.   

The reason for the plateau in the diabetes incidence rates from 2002 to 

2006 and the spike in 2007 is not clear.  The plateau appeared to be more evident 

for the adolescents (ages 10-19).  During that time period, there were two health 

care policy changes that occurred within Alberta:  the introduction of  ICD-10 

coding for hospital discharge abstracts and the introduction of alternative 

reimbursement plans for academic specialist physicians where fee-for-service 

(FFS) billing was replaced by salaried income.  As our diabetes case definition is 

based on administrative records for hospital and FFS billing, these policy changes 

may have had an impact on the surveillance data.  

Another limitation of this research is that the definition used to distinguish 

urban and rural participants varies from the existing literature; however, the 

previous studies have not maintained consistent urban and rural classifications.  

The definition applied was chosen for its simplicity and for the purpose of intra-

provincial comparability with trends in the adult population.23  One weakness to 

our definition is that the postal code at diagnosis may not be the same as the 

postal code of residence for the majority of the exposure time or development of 

the disease. 

The strengths of this study are that our analyses rely upon a large 

population-based dataset that should accurately reflect the true population of 

Alberta, based on Albertans seeking health care in the province who must be 

registered with the AHCIP.  Such population-based datasets provide helpful 
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resources in the surveillance of chronic disease.  Guttmann et al. in Ontario 

validated several potential case definitions for children and adolescents using 

administrative data in that province.13  The authors found that the NDSS 

definition had a high sensitivity and specificity for those aged less than 19 years.  

Due to a lower specificity, it is possible that we have overestimated the true 

number of diabetes cases in the province; however, this error should be consistent 

across geographic areas and should not affect our analyses.     

While these data indicate that the incidence and prevalence of diabetes 

among children and adolescents do not differ between urban and rural locations in 

Alberta, they do provide important information for policy- and decision-makers.  

Children and adolescents diagnosed with diabetes are more likely to visit their 

family physician or a specialist than those living without diabetes,24 and the 

increased interaction with the health care system is not only a burden on patients 

and their families, but also results in the consumption of more health care 

resources.  With the incidence of both type 1 and type 2 diabetes reportedly 

rising,17,21 we can strive to improve how this disease is managed by accurate 

reporting of its trends and distribution by providing appropriately enhanced 

resources for population health management. 
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Figure 2.1. –  Prevalence of diabetes cases identified by the NDSS definition for 
children and adolescents aged 1-19 years (1995-2007).  
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Figure 2.2. – Incidence of diabetes cases identified by the NDSS definition for 
children and adolescents aged 1-19 years (1995-2007). 
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Table 2.1. – Prevalence per 100 (95% confidence interval) of diabetes cases 
identified by the NDSS definition for children and adolescents aged 1-19 years  
(1995-2007), by age and location of residence. 
 

U = urban 
R = rural 

Year 1-4 Years 5-9 Years 10-14 Years 15-19 Years 

1995         
U 0.040 (0.029 - 0.053) 0.112 (0.096 - 0.130) 0.244 (0.219 - 0.270) 0.322 (0.293 - 0.353) 

R 0.041 (0.024 - 0.064) 0.145 (0.116 - 0.178) 0.210 (0.175 - 0.249) 0.372 (0.322 - 0.427) 

1996         

U 0.047 (0.035 - 0.061) 0.116 (0.100 - 0.134) 0.251 (0.227 - 0.277) 0.304 (0.276 - 0.334) 

R 0.036 (0.020 - 0.060) 0.126 (0.099 - 0.159) 0.235 (0.198 - 0.278) 0.356 (0.307 - 0.411) 

1997         

U 0.055 (0.043 - 0.070) 0.135 (0.118 - 0.154) 0.251 (0.227 - 0.277) 0.331 (0.303 - 0.362) 

R 0.039 (0.022 - 0.065) 0.121 (0.094 - 0.155) 0.242 (0.203 - 0.287) 0.321 (0.273 - 0.374) 

1998         

U 0.046 (0.035 - 0.060) 0.133 (0.116 - 0.151) 0.262 (0.237 - 0.287) 0.355 (0.326 - 0.386) 

R 0.027 (0.013 - 0.049) 0.117 (0.090 - 0.150) 0.262 (0.221 - 0.308) 0.361 (0.311 - 0.417) 

1999         

U 0.049 (0.037 - 0.063) 0.146 (0.128 - 0.165) 0.254 (0.231 - 0.279) 0.375 (0.346 - 0.405) 

R 0.043 (0.025 - 0.070) 0.130 (0.101 - 0.165) 0.260 (0.219 - 0.306) 0.364 (0.314 - 0.419) 

2000         

U 0.058 (0.045 - 0.073) 0.142 (0.124 - 0.161) 0.269 (0.245 - 0.294) 0.369 (0.341 - 0.400) 

R 0.047 (0.027 - 0.075) 0.143 (0.112 - 0.180) 0.286 (0.243 - 0.334) 0.368 (0.318 - 0.424) 

2001         

U 0.055 (0.043 - 0.070) 0.158 (0.140 - 0.179) 0.282 (0.257 - 0.308) 0.375 (0.347 - 0.405) 

R 0.043 (0.024 - 0.070) 0.140 (0.109 - 0.177) 0.276 (0.234 - 0.324) 0.411 (0.358 - 0.470) 

2002         

U 0.058 (0.046 - 0.073) 0.178 (0.158 - 0.199) 0.303 (0.278 - 0.330) 0.379 (0.351 - 0.408) 

R 0.058 (0.035 - 0.091) 0.109 (0.081 - 0.144) 0.300 (0.254 - 0.352) 0.428 (0.372 - 0.489) 

2003         

U 0.059 (0.046 - 0.074) 0.180 (0.161 - 0.202) 0.313 (0.287 - 0.339) 0.405 (0.377 - 0.435) 

R 0.054 (0.031 - 0.086) 0.144 (0.111 - 0.184) 0.298 (0.252 - 0.351) 0.397 (0.342 - 0.457) 

2004         

U 0.072 (0.058 - 0.088) 0.187 (0.166 - 0.209) 0.323 (0.297 - 0.350) 0.401 (0.372 - 0.430) 

R 0.054 (0.032 - 0.087) 0.145 (0.111 - 0.185) 0.327 (0.278 - 0.383) 0.421 (0.364 - 0.483) 

2005         

U 0.067 (0.054 - 0.083) 0.193 (0.172 - 0.216) 0.328 (0.302 - 0.356) 0.421 (0.392 - 0.451) 

R 0.074 (0.047 - 0.110) 0.148 (0.114 - 0.189) 0.342 (0.291 - 0.399) 0.442 (0.384 - 0.506) 

2006         

U 0.073 (0.060 - 0.089) 0.188 (0.168 - 0.210) 0.337 (0.311 - 0.365) 0.434 (0.405 - 0.465) 

R 0.095 (0.064 - 0.135) 0.165 (0.128 - 0.208) 0.326 (0.276 - 0.382) 0.429 (0.372 - 0.493) 

2007         

U 0.079 (0.065 - 0.095) 0.216 (0.195 - 0.240) 0.381 (0.353 - 0.410) 0.462 (0.433 - 0.493) 

R 0.127 (0.092 - 0.172) 0.194 (0.154 - 0.241) 0.327 (0.276 - 0.383) 0.521 (0.458 - 0.590) 
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Table 2.2. – Incidence per 1,000 (95% confidence interval) of diabetes cases 
identified by the NDSS definition for children and adolescents aged 1-19 years 
(1995-2007), by age and location of residence. 

U = urban 
R = rural 
 

 

Year 1-4 Years 5-9 Years 10-14 Years 15-19 Years 

1995         
U 0.157 (0.095 - 0.246) 0.187 (0.125 - 0.268) 0.240 (0.168 - 0.332) 0.247 (0.171 - 0.346) 
R 0.136 (0.050 - 0.295) 0.250 (0.140 - 0.412) 0.248 (0.139 - 0.409) 0.354 (0.213 - 0.553) 

1996         
U 0.208 (0.135 - 0.307) 0.247 (0.175 - 0.337) 0.328 (0.244 - 0.431) 0.273 (0.194 - 0.373) 
R 0.072 (0.015 - 0.211) 0.228 (0.122 - 0.390) 0.359 (0.222 - 0.549) 0.249 (0.132 - 0.425) 

1997         
U 0.255 (0.173 - 0.362) 0.326 (0.244 - 0.426) 0.389 (0.299 - 0.497) 0.299 (0.218 - 0.400) 
R 0.261 (0.125 - 0.480) 0.131 (0.053 - 0.270) 0.254 (0.139 - 0.426) 0.218 (0.109 - 0.391) 

1998         
U 0.107 (0.057 - 0.183) 0.267 (0.194 - 0.358) 0.340 (0.257 - 0.441) 0.356 (0.269 - 0.462) 
R 0.053 (0.006 - 0.192) 0.265 (0.145 - 0.445) 0.312 (0.182 - 0.499) 0.492 (0.318 - 0.726) 

1999         
U 0.189 (0.120 - 0.284) 0.339 (0.256 - 0.440) 0.369 (0.283 - 0.473) 0.348 (0.264 - 0.451) 
R 0.216 (0.093 - 0.425) 0.288 (0.161 - 0.474) 0.367 (0.224 - 0.566) 0.270 (0.148 - 0.454) 

2000         
U 0.266 (0.182 - 0.375) 0.263 (0.190 - 0.354) 0.369 (0.283 - 0.472) 0.350 (0.266 - 0.451) 
R 0.165 (0.060 - 0.358) 0.393 (0.240 - 0.606) 0.404 (0.253 - 0.612) 0.419 (0.262 - 0.634) 

2001         
U 0.224 (0.147 - 0.325) 0.361 (0.275 - 0.466) 0.404 (0.315 - 0.510) 0.315 (0.238 - 0.410) 
R 0.085 (0.018 - 0.249) 0.261 (0.139 - 0.446) 0.356 (0.214 - 0.555) 0.401 (0.248 - 0.614) 

2002         
U 0.218 (0.144 - 0.318) 0.447 (0.351 - 0.561) 0.407 (0.319 - 0.512) 0.384 (0.300 - 0.486) 
R 0.214 (0.086 - 0.441) 0.328 (0.183 - 0.540) 0.482 (0.309 - 0.716) 0.307 (0.172 - 0.506) 

2003         
U 0.283 (0.197 - 0.393) 0.352 (0.267 - 0.455) 0.420 (0.331 - 0.525) 0.338 (0.259 - 0.433) 
R 0.190 (0.070 - 0.413) 0.382 (0.223 - 0.612) 0.266 (0.142 - 0.455) 0.272 (0.145 - 0.466) 

2004         
U 0.304 (0.215 - 0.417) 0.414 (0.322 - 0.525) 0.393 (0.307 - 0.496) 0.280 (0.209 - 0.367) 
R 0.192 (0.070 - 0.418) 0.207 (0.095 - 0.393) 0.481 (0.305 - 0.722) 0.443 (0.275 - 0.678) 

2005         
U 0.290 (0.204 - 0.399) 0.342 (0.258 - 0.444) 0.358 (0.276 - 0.457) 0.329 (0.252 - 0.422) 
R 0.384 (0.199 - 0.671) 0.306 (0.163 - 0.523) 0.448 (0.277 - 0.684) 0.444 (0.275 - 0.678) 

2006         
U 0.225 (0.152 - 0.321) 0.376 (0.289 - 0.483) 0.312 (0.236 - 0.406) 0.288 (0.217 - 0.375) 
R 0.380 (0.196 - 0.663) 0.215 (0.098 - 0.408) 0.474 (0.297 - 0.717) 0.276 (0.147 - 0.472) 

2007         
U 0.284 (0.203 - 0.387) 0.488 (0.388 - 0.606) 0.622 (0.512 - 0.748) 0.472 (0.381 - 0.579) 
R 0.334 (0.167 - 0.597) 0.503 (0.312 - 0.769) 0.655 (0.442 - 0.935) 0.714 (0.495 - 0.998) 
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3. CHAPTER 3.0. DATA VALIDITY AND THE ALBERTA DIABETES 
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 

 
3.1. Background 

Accurate reporting and tracking of chronic illness trends in the population 

is important for how well the health system addresses the burden of disease.  As a 

part of the Canadian Diabetes Strategy, the National Diabetes Surveillance 

System (NDSS) was established to inform Canadians about the magnitude of 

diabetes in Canada.1  The NDSS originally focused on epidemiologic trends of 

diabetes in the adult population, but recently extended the scope of its diabetes 

case definition to include children and adolescents aged less than 20 years.  This 

extension of surveillance is important, as incidence reports suggest that the 

number of new diabetes cases identified worldwide among children and 

adolescents has been steadily increasing.2,3     

 This trend has also been observed in Alberta, a province in western 

Canada, from data collected through the Alberta Diabetes Surveillance System 

(ADSS).  Using the similar methods to the NDSS, the ADSS identifies diabetes 

cases from administrative physician billing and hospital discharge data.  From 

1995 and 2007, incidence rates of diabetes in the under 20 population appear to 

have increased4; however, between 2002 and 2006, incidence rates appeared to 

decline or plateau for older children and adolescents (Figure 3.1.).  This decrease 

is not in keeping with historical trends, nor the international patterns for diabetes 

among children and adolescents.  Furthermore, there is a seeming ‘rebound’ of 

incidence in 2007 to the expected level.  Taken together, these anomalies in 

incidence trends suggest possible data quality concerns that should be explored. 
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One possible explanation for the puzzling decline in incidence could be an 

association with specific policy changes that may have affected the quality of the 

ADSS’ administrative data.  In this report, we hypothesize that changes made to 

the way that physicians are reimbursed relate to these data quality concerns.  In 

particular, we consider the establishment of Alternate Relationship Plan (ARP) 

contracts with pediatric endocrinologists in Alberta in the Fall of 2002.   

The introduction of ARPs across Canada has changed the way that many 

physicians are reimbursed.  Under traditional remuneration models, physicians 

would submit a billing claim to the provincial health ministry for each service 

rendered in a ‘fee-for-service’ (FFS).  Under new funding models in Alberta, 

certain physicians have been given the option to be compensated based on either 

contractual, sessional, or capitation models.5  While they are contractually 

required to continue submitting billing claims, a practice known as ‘shadow 

billing’, physicians are not remunerated for the time spent doing this.  

In 2005-2006 in Alberta, just 10% of physicians were receiving some form 

of alternate payments.6  This represents the lowest proportion of physicians in 

Canada receiving alternate payments.6  If shadow billing is not occurring at 

physician-patient encounters at the same rate as under the former FFS model, it 

may lower the case ascertainment under the NDSS and ADSS definition.  To 

address this potential weakness in the ADSS’ diabetes identification, our objective 

is to examine the effect of ARPs on incident diabetes cases identified in Alberta. 
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3.2. Research Design and Methods 

Population 

Incident diabetes cases among children and adolescents were identified in 

Alberta between 1995-2007 from the provincial health ministry, Alberta Health 

and Wellness (AHW), administrative databases.  Individuals aged less than 20 

years on case date were identified and defined according to the NDSS definition:  

either two physician claims with a diagnostic code of ICD-9 250 (diabetes 

mellitus) or one hospitalization with a discharge code of ICD-9 (prior to 2001) or, 

more recently, ICD-10-CA, codes E10-E14 (type 1, type 2, malnutrition-related, 

other specified, and unspecified, respectively).7  This definition has recently 

undergone validation in children and adolescents under the age of 20, and has 

shown high sensitivity and specificity.8  Cases were not excluded if they were 

likely gestational diabetes – that is, having diagnostic or procedural codes for 

pregnancy and obstetrics.9 

 

Analysis 

Our first step was to examine the proportion of cases identified from 

physician claims relative to the total number of identified cases from claims and 

hospitalizations.  If shadow billing under ARPs did not account for the same 

number of medical service encounters as FFS, it was hypothesized that the 

proportion of cases identified through physician claims would have dropped 

following the implementation of these contracts.  We tested this possibility by 
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comparing the trend of the proportion of diabetes cases identified by physician 

claims before and after ARP signing, in the Fall of 2002.   

 Second, we compared the proportion of diabetes incidence cases identified 

by physician claims between urban and rural locations of residence.  Blancquaert 

et al. found that urban physicians were more likely to refer patients to tertiary 

care, while rural physicians more often assumed a larger role in the management 

of chronic conditions among children.10  It was hypothesized that more rural cases 

would be captured from general practitioners and that urban children and 

adolescents would more often be referred to pediatric endocrinologists in urban 

tertiary care centres, who were under the ARP; thus, we expected a drop in 

physician claim-identified cases in urban settings after the implementation of the 

ARP.  We tested this possibility by comparing the interaction of location of 

residence (urban or rural) with time – before and after the ARP policy change.  

Location of residence was defined based on the Canadian Postal Code 

classification, described in du Plessis et al.11,12    

 

Statistical Approach 

To assess whether there was a statistically significant change in the 

proportion of diabetes cases identified by physician claims following ARP 

signing, we compared the change in this proportion with time periods before and 

after autumn 2002.  Data were reported at six-month intervals and adjusted for 

age (by four groups: 1-4, 5-9, 10-14, and 15-19 years), location of residence 

(urban or rural), gender, diabetes case date, and whether the subject was a Status 
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Aboriginal.  The trends were analysed by a generalized linear model with a logit 

link function, using a linear spline with the marginal command, with a knot at the 

beginning of ARP implementation.  These analyses were completed with Stata™ 

Version 10.0 for Macintosh (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).  The change 

in the proportion of cases identified by physician claims was calculated by 

dividing the difference between the oldest and most recent values by the oldest 

value.  This research was approved by the University of Alberta, Health Research 

Ethics Board, Panel B. 

 

3.3. Results 

 Before the signing of the ARP contracts with pediatric endocrinologists in 

the Fall of 2002, the proportion of cases identified by physician claims had 

increased by 4.0% from 1995.  Following the adoption of ARPs in 2002, the 

proportion of diabetes cases identified by physician claims grew by 0.8% by the 

end of 2007.  Overall, there was a 1.7% increase in the proportion of diabetes 

cases identified by physician claims for children and adolescents living in Alberta 

between 1995-2007 (Figure 3.2.).  Relative to the trend in the source of cases 

prior to the second half of 2002, the change in the proportion of cases identified 

by physician claims following ARP signing was not statistically significant  

(p-value=0.435; Table 3.1.).  In addition, a higher variability in the proportion of 

cases identified by physician claims was observed in the period preceding the 

ARP contracts with a range of 9%, compared to 4% in the period that followed 

(Figure 3.2.).      
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 The proportion of diabetes cases identified by physician claims was higher 

for children and adolescents living in urban areas than for those living in rural 

regions of the province overall (p=0.003; Table 3.1.).  However, the proportion of 

cases identified from physician claims in each region was not significantly 

different across time – either before, or after, the introduction of ARPs (p-values: 

0.327 and 0.159, respectively).   

There were also age and sex differences for the proportion of cases 

identified by physician claims.  Overall, children were more likely than 

adolescents to be identified by physician claims (p=<0.002) and females were 

more likely than males to meet the ADSS definition from outpatient encounters 

(p=0.014). 

 

3.4. Discussion and Conclusions 

In our investigation of the apparent changes in diabetes incidence among 

children and adolescents in Alberta, we found that the implementation of an 

alternate funding arrangement among pediatric endocrinologists was not 

associated with a change in the proportion of cases identified from physician 

billing claims.  

We found that the relative amount of cases identified by physician claims 

increased overall between 1995-2007, and that the relative proportion of cases 

meeting the ADSS definition through physician claims remained high – over 90% 

in most instances.  This may reflect changing patterns of care whereby newly 

diagnosed patients are less often admitted to hospital, but rather supported in the 
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management of their disease in the home setting.13  This recent shift may also 

explain why we observed less variation in case source towards the end of our 

study period.   

Results from the Future of Pediatric Education II survey indicate that 

almost all pediatric endocrinologists are employed in urban centres.14  This likely 

has an effect on the way that rural-dwelling patients are able to access 

subspecialty care.  In this study, we observed that the proportion of cases 

identified by physician claims was significantly lower for children and 

adolescents living in rural areas versus those living in urban centres, and that this 

relationship did not change over time.  It is possible that rural children and 

adolescents are more frequently admitted to hospital care to manage their diabetes 

in the absence of easily accessible subspecialty care. 

 The main strength of this study was the availability of a population-based 

dataset through the provincial ministry of health databases, AHW.  From this 

source, the diabetes cases identified should exhibit limited selection bias.  The 

main limitation of this study was that we are unable to infer a causal relationship 

from our results.  Thus, while we observed no significant decline in the proportion 

of cases identified by physician claims occurring at the same time as a decline in 

the incidence of identified diabetes among children and adolescents, the drop in 

incidence may have been due to other factors, including a true reduction in the 

number of diagnoses made in the province.   

Through this study, we were unable to provide a possible explanation for 

the curious decline or levelling in diabetes incidence observed in Alberta between 
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2002-2006.  However, due to the perplexing jump in diabetes incidence in 2007, 

we should not necessarily abandon questions relating to the validity of our data.  

Though Guttmann and colleagues did provide strong evidence for the validity of 

our diabetes case definition8, they relied upon data from Ontario.  A future 

strategy could be to perform a validation of the NDSS diabetes case definition 

against a clinical dataset in Alberta to support our case identification 

methodology.         

Under FFS models, remuneration follows a strict coding structure that 

typically results in rewarding physicians for the volume of patients seen.  

Therefore, improving the efficiency of patient encounters corresponds to an 

increased output.  However, this strategy may fail for patients with more complex 

chronic conditions who have difficulty communicating their symptoms or who 

require more effort to elicit understanding – such as in a pediatric population.  

This may be especially true among younger patients.  Indeed, evidence shows that 

pediatricians who are reimbursed under a pre-specified compensation scheme 

spend more time with patients during visits than those compensated under fee-for-

service.15  The ability to recruit specialists in pediatric care reflects the availability 

of alternate payment models that appreciate such unique challenges faced in 

pediatric care.  For example, at the start of the last decade, there were two 

pediatric endocrinologists affiliated with the University of Alberta hospital in 

Edmonton.  Following the period that included the introduction of ARPs, that 

number has grown to five.  While these developments will likely represent an 

improvement in patient health-related quality of life outcomes, we must continue 
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to examine their impact on the data which researchers and policy makers rely on 

for disease surveillance and population health planning. 
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Figure 3.1. – Diabetes incidence rates per 1,000 children and adolescents, by age, 
identified through the Alberta Diabetes Surveillance System: 1995-2007. 
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Figure 3.2. – Proportion of Cases Identified by Physician Claims Relative to Total 
Number of Cases Identified, by six-month period: 1995-2007. 
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Table 3.1. – Multivariable logistic regression for identification by physician 
claims relative to total number of cases identified, 1995-2007. 
 
 Odds 

Ratio 
Standard 

Error p-value 95% CI 

 
Time 

(Jan 1995 – Dec 2007) 
1.04 0.021 0.041 1.00 – 1.09 

 
Post-ARP 
Implementation  
(Jul 2002 – Dec 2007) 

0.97 0.037 0.435 0.90 – 1.05 

Intervention* 0.87 0.231 0.608 0.52 – 1.47 

Age (reference: 15-19 yrs) 
10-14 yrs 
5-9 yrs 
1-4 yrs 

 
1.32 
1.76 
2.19 

 
0.208 
0.327 
0.532 

 
0.083 
0.002 
0.001 

 
0.97 – 1.80 
1.23 – 2.54 
1.36 – 3.52 

 
Sex (reference: Male) 

Female  

 
0.72 

 
0.096 

 
0.014 

 
0.55 – 0.94 

Status Aboriginal 0.42 0.084 <0.001 0.29 – 0.62 

Residence  
(reference: Urban) 

Rural  
 

 
0.65 

 
0.096 

 
0.003 

 
0.49 – 0.87 

Residence*Time†: 
Jan 1995 – Jun 2002 
Jul 2002 – Dec 2007 

 

 
1.04 
0.90 

 

 
0.044 
0.064 

 
0.327 
0.159 

 
0.96 – 1.13 
0.79 – 1.03 

 

* The intervention term represents the change in the intercept, or level, of the trend after the ARP 
implementation. 
† The interaction term between location of residence and time was calculated using two separate 
models representing the time before ARP implementation and the time after ARP implementation. 
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4. CHAPTER 4.0. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
 

4.1. Summary  

Two research studies were conducted on the theme of diabetes 

surveillance in children and adolescents in Alberta, Canada.  The studies 

complemented each other by using shared surveillance approaches to examine 

geographic variation in diabetes, and also questioned the validity of these 

methods.  These questions were considered important owing to potential concerns 

with changes to physician billing policies in Alberta (and throughout Canada) and 

the ongoing validity of the population-based surveillance systems in Canada, 

which are largely based on those administrative data sources.  The questions were 

prompted by observations from the Alberta Diabetes Surveillance System (ADSS) 

Alberta Diabetes Atlas 20091, where we observed an apparent decline in the 

incidence of diabetes in children and adolescents during the years 2002 to 2006, 

where an increase was expected. 

In the first project, the objective was to compare diabetes incidence and 

prevalence between children and adolescents living in urban and rural areas of 

Alberta.  We found that there was no significant difference between these 

locations; however, a much higher number of cases were diagnosed in urban 

centres.  The results of no difference are in agreement with results from a type 1 

diabetes registry in Colorado2 and observations across geographic areas of 

Sardinia3.  In other findings, such as those reported from Finland4, Northern 

Ireland5, Western Australia6, and Southern Italy7, there were significant 

differences in the incidence of diabetes observed between urban and rural settings; 
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however, the results varied with respect to the location where a higher incidence 

was observed.   

In the second project, we looked at the source of incident cases of diabetes 

for all pediatric age groups across the province over a 13-year period.  Using the 

case definition of the National Diabetes Surveillance System (NDSS), cases can 

be identified by one of two sources:  a single hospitalization for diabetes, or two 

physician visits within a two-year period.  We investigated the change in the 

proportion of cases identified through physician claims before and after the 

implementation of Alternate Relationship Plans (ARPs) for pediatric specialists in 

2002.  We found no significant change in the proportion of cases identified in this 

way following the policy change that coincided with the observed decline in 

incidence.  

      

4.2. Strengths & Limitations 

The results of the two studies broaden our knowledge concerning the 

extent and gravity of the diabetes burden in Alberta.  The analyses performed 

herein relied on the use of data that was collected by the provincial ministry of 

health – Alberta Health and Wellness (AHW) – for health administration purposes 

in a publicly-funded system.  These data, which were in the form of hospital 

discharge codes and physician billing claims, were not collected for research 

purposes.  Though some reports indicate that the agreement between 

administrative data and true diabetes diagnoses is actually relatively high8,9, 

several weaknesses have been identified in the use of similar data sources for 
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research, such as diagnostic error, missing data, and data entry errors.10  

Notwithstanding such weaknesses, the strength of this resource lies is its ability to 

capture the denominator of nearly all residents of the province who are registered 

for provincially-insured medical care and the fact that we have individual-level 

data.  In addition, evidence supporting the validity of the NDSS diabetes case 

definition used to capture cases has been evaluated for the pediatric age groups 

and showed good sensitivity and specificity.11    

 One major limitation of these projects was that the NDSS case definition 

could not distinguish between type 1 and type 2 diabetes from the data that we 

collected.  This is unfortunate, as the face of diabetes among the pediatric 

population is changing.  Although type 1 diabetes was traditionally considered a 

disease of children and adolescents and type 2 a condition associated with ageing, 

this perception is being revised.  For example, a high proportion of cases 

identified among indigenous and Aboriginal youth populations is diagnosed as 

type 2.12,13  This affects the way we interpret diabetes estimates in regions such as 

Alberta which has a large number of citizens who identify as Status Aboriginals.14  

The awareness of type 2 diabetes among children and adolescents may also have 

positive implications for public health, as targetable lifestyle habits can prevent or 

slow the development of type 2 diabetes.15  Future work, focussing on linkable 

population-health datasets, will conceivably help us to classify diabetes type from 

the administrative data and to derive estimates of type 1 and type 2 diabetes 

incidence and prevalence for the population under 20 years of age.  
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Another limitation of this research is our inability to ascribe a causal link 

to our analyses.  Some have suggested a possible relationship between population 

density and risk of developing type 1 diabetes16; however, we found that there 

was no association between location of residence and the incidence and 

prevalence of diabetes, which precludes us from supporting these theories.  For 

our second objective, we were not able to draw a direct link between changes in 

case source and changes in incidence observed.   

Finally, our assessment of data validity was limited to a comparison of 

trends based on our a priori hypotheses regarding the trends.  In this research, we 

did not validate the identification of incident cases against an external data source, 

such as clinical charts.  Such a validation could potentially demonstrate that the 

NDSS definition is not the most appropriate for child and adolescent diabetes 

surveillance in Alberta.  Future collaboration with clinical centres, such as those 

for pediatric subspecialty care in Alberta, could help to answer our questions in 

this regard.  

 

4.3. Implications 

In Canada, a large number of physicians are now receiving remuneration 

from alternate payment plans, replacing the traditional fee-for-service.  In Alberta, 

approximately 10% of physicians are receiving at least a portion of their salaries 

in this form.17  In some provinces, this number is as high as 77%.17  If data 

collection is being affected by alternate payment arrangements across other 

jurisdictions in Canada, by way of a similar association to that identified in 
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Alberta, it could have major implications for how we perform disease 

surveillance.  Our research highlights the need for constant review and revision of 

our surveillance methods to provide the most accurate estimates of diabetes in 

Canada.   

 In Alberta, our results also have implications for how we manage and 

prevent diabetes.  Understanding that living in a rural area is not associated with a 

lower incidence or prevalence of diabetes indicates that we need to provide 

equivalent health support to both regions of the population.  This should be of 

interest to policy- and decision-makers when determining resource allocation and 

health promotion strategies.  It is therefore important to have tools such as the 

ADSS Alberta Diabetes Atlas1 which assists in the dissemination of these findings 

to the relevant stakeholders.     

The rise in diabetes incidence among children and adolescents is well 

documented on a global scale.18-20  It is important to contribute to the literature in 

support or opposition to these claims and to provide a Canadian perspective.  It is 

equally critical to provide high-quality evidence that is based on valid data 

collection and surveillance methods.  The salient strength of this research is its 

national comparability by way of the National Diabetes Surveillance System 

(NDSS).  By informing the NDSS along with other provincial partners, these 

results support a federal agenda of diabetes prevention and population health 

management.21 
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4.4. Conclusions 

 We found that diabetes distribution among children and adolescents did 

not differ significantly by location of residence, but that our diabetes surveillance 

methods may have been jeopardized by policy changes related to physician 

remuneration.  It is important to continue these investigations, as identification of 

diabetes type, distribution and accurate reporting of trends for the population 

under 20 years of age will improve how we manage this disease.  
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